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Did you know that hospitaller voluntary
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and caring hospitality, towards the people
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During my stay, I shared very gratifying moments
with two other Spanish volunteers and with the
professionals themselves, with whom I was lucky
to meet and work. For me, it is important to 
emphasise the affection and kindness of my dear
Sisters Hospitallers, who took care of my 
colleagues and me since we arrived in Cebu. 

Although there is a sharp contrast of wealth in
the Philippines and poverty prevails in the
country, the Filipinos are always smiling and 
demonstrate what the word hospitality means in
each and every gesture. I deeply admire their 
ability to welcome and integrate people who visit
the country, as well as their unconditional help
with everything you need. The pleasure of being
able to enjoy these details turned my volunteer
work into something unique and unrepeatable.

I hope to apply all these values that I have 
observed and learned from the Filipino culture in
Spain. One of my goals is to pass these daily 
attitudes on to my family, friends and all the 
people who make up my everyday life. Because 
although Spain is a developed country, it could
learn a lot from the Filipino culture. I feel 
tremendously fortunate for the opportunity to be
able to share this valuable treasure which will be
part of me, of my mind and of my heart, 
throughout all of my life.

I would like to acknowledge all the affection,
kindness and hospitality that each person;
users, families, professionals, and especially
the sisters, has shown me. They strive to fulfil
the wish of the founders of the congregation:
‘each person who comes to us should always feel
welcomed’. After my experience, I can assure you
that this is a reality. I will always remember all of
them, although I am absolutely sure that I will
go back soon.

My name is Cristina Arriaran and I have been a
volunteer for three months at the Sisters 
Hospitallers’ ‘Maria Josefa Recio Therapeutic 
Centre’ in Cebu, Philippines. This centre provi-
des a complete programme of services and 
comprehensive care for people with mental
illness. Living three months in this place has 
probably been one of the best experiences of my
life.

As I imagined before arriving, the time flew. 
During the months that I was in Cebu (May, June
and July of 2017), I experienced very special 
moments with the residents. The aim of the 
centre is to achieve stability of the users’ illness,
as well as their social reintegration after 
treatment and therapy suited to their needs. 

The welfare activity is mainly focused on three
areas: outpatient consultations, hospitalisation or
inpatient services and the day centre. My job as
a volunteer was to prepare and coordinate
sports, educational and also leisure activities for
the users. 

All of the activities carried out were part of the
psychosocial rehabilitation and occupational 
therapy programmes and services of the centre,
whose sessions were coordinated with the 
medical team. 

The centre’s therapeutic approach bases its care
on the welcoming and integration, always with
lots of love, of all people with mental illness who
visit it. In total, throughout 2016, 362 people
were treated in outpatient consultations, 452
hospitalised and 110 in the day centre. The 
presence of this centre in Cebu gives lots of hope
to the patients and their families. 
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